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HE WORLD’s Best Racehorse Rankings

for 2021, published last month

(www.ifhaonline.org), used to be a big deal in

their old guise as the International

Classifications. I remember arguing long into

the night that Rock of Gibraltar was a better

horse than Hawk Wing. 

Nowadays, I guess I am in a rapidly diminishing minority

who examine the committee’s figures forensically when they

are published in January. This year, I found they are still not

fully reflecting the merit of Japanese-trained horses, but I

could not find anyone with whom to argue.  

The classifications were justifiably headed by the Grade 1

Breeders’ Cup Classic winner Knicks Go on a rating of 129.

He was brilliant at Del Mar and fully deserved the accolade

for American racing, in my view. In this corner of the world,

however, we could celebrate a world champion of our own. 

Subjectivist, the pride and joy of Dr Jim Walker and

trained at Johnston Racing, was awarded a rating of 123 in

the ‘E’ category which stands for ‘Extreme Distances’ and is

for races of 13.5 furlongs or further. The son of Teofilo earned

his mark in the Group 1 Ascot Gold Cup over two and a half

miles and was given the same figure as Verry Elleegant, the

winner of the Group 1 Melbourne Cup over two miles. (If the

two met in a race, the latter would be receiving a sex

allowance.)

Injury prevented Subjectivist from continuing his season,

of course, but rumours of his retirement have been greatly

exaggerated! I am told he will be given plenty of time to

recover, but could be back in training in the second half of

the 2022 Flat season, all being well.

Why ratings are important

don’t apologise for being an advocate of any principled

way of assessing racehorse merit by a number. Just

because horse racing has chosen to take a more populist

route than many sports does not mean there is not a

significant minority of folk who still enjoy delving into the

maths and science which makes the sport more interesting.

Anyway, imagine if the curriculum for a school were set

according to the popularity of the various subjects on social

media.  This is a reminder that the things we like are not the

same as the things which are good for us.

So, when the World’s Best Racehorse Rankings (WBRR)

review rolls around each January, it is worth everyone who
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takes racing seriously applying themselves, even if they have

a dim view of handicapping. 

The occasion always makes me think of the much-missed

Peter Willett, one of the architects of the Pattern in the 1960s

and surely one of the greatest racehorse writers ever. Peter’s

scholarly work An Introduction To The Thoroughbred – first

published in 1966 – is simply brilliant and sits on my shelf

along with several of his others.

These books were signed for me by the author himself

when I was summoned to his house in Rotherwick,

Hampshire, a few years before his death in 2015. It wasn’t a

long journey from mine and so I walked it, in order to provide

the kind of quality thinking time which this activity brings.

I was excited to discover just how much our approach to

the sport overlapped. What we didn’t have in common was

that Peter had fought at El Alamein. As I walked, I thought

about that an awful lot.

ETER would have found the last 12 months of

international Flat racing, expressed by the WBRR,

fascinating. Back then, I took along my dusty copy of

The Jockey Club’s Compendium of International
Classifications 1977-1989 as ballast for our discussion,

intending to kickstart a discussion of whether horses in

modern times were actually better or worse than those of

yesteryear. 

I remember showing Peter a graph I had made of the

winning times of the Derby and Oaks with a best-fit curve

which showed that modern horses ran faster times. So, I

asked him why many experts continued to assert that today’s

horses don’t have the same stamina potential. He thought for

a bit and explained to me why, as you got on a bit, most things

seemed to have been better in the old days. And he was right.

So, why should anyone care about the WBRR when they

would probably get a low approval rating on even horse

racing’s social media. Are they, as some dismiss, just an

expression of opinion?

Well, there are indeed aspects of rating horses which will

remain subjective. Most of these difficulties arise because we

still use the distances between horses at the finish of a race

as the main input – despite the role of pace now being pretty

well understood. 

A horse who gets an efficient ride is still not necessarily

revealing its full potential. Subjectivist, for example, was

almost perfectly handled by Joe Fanning when winning the

Group 2 Dubai Gold Cup at Meydan. But he showed even

better form in the Gold Cup subsequently because he was

then an even better-conditioned horse  and relished running

over an extra half-mile.

Reputation, reputation, reputation

HAT first attracted many like Peter Willett and

myself to horse racing was the appeal of having a

reasoned opinion. Performance ratings in every

sport provide a skeleton over which to arrange the colourful

blanket of our opinions, so that we don’t end up too far from

reality. The currency of horse racing is reputation, whether it

comes to the performance of horses or humans, but data is

democratic and gives the underrated individual a chance for

their true worth to be recognised.

Figures are not the end of the argument, but they can be

the start and it would be sad if they were removed from horse

racing’s curriculum just because they don’t get majority

support.

Some say handicap ratings are so subjective that they

descend to being no more than just an opinion. If you play

exactly four sets of squash against a friend and lose 3-1 every

time, you need a handicap of two sets to make it a close

contest because three minus one is two. Not because a two-

set handicap seems a sensible opinion.

IMILARLY, races describe relationships between

horses where lengths between horses replace legs in

darts. What we find, however, is that races often

produce confounding results, so we need a principled way of

calculating the merit of horses on some universal scale – just

like a squash ladder.

One problem an official handicapper has to face is

manipulation of a horse’s form by its connections. They

cannot afford to take the distance of beaten horses too literally

or a horse’s future handicap mark will be too lenient. A

similar situation exists when it comes to lowering a horse’s

handicap mark after a sequence of seemingly disappointing

efforts. If the handicapping system is seen to be exploited too

much, the same thing happens to it as the legal system – a

loss of universal confidence followed by more widespread

exploitation.

A dirt horse the best in the world?

NOTHER source of the loss of confidence in horse

ratings is the apples-with-oranges criticism. How

can horses from different parts of the world be

evaluated against one another when sometimes they have no

opponents in common?

Even when there are so-called ‘collateral’ lines of form, it

is hard for some to accept that the Breeders’ Cup Classic, for

example, should be rated as a better race than the Arc. This

seems particularly true when the horse in question, Knicks

Go, was actually beaten by British-trained Mishriff – on dirt

in Saudi Arabia. A more sophisticated examination of the

data, however, points to Knicks Go being a deserved

champion based on his efforts later in the season, most

notably in Dubai.

As long as a set of rankings is clear about its guiding

principles, literally anything can be compared with anything

else. 

Apples would be ranked lower than oranges in a selection

of fruit-based sauces in which to cook a duck; but apples

would be favoured over oranges when it comes to the best

fruits with which to make cider. While this is a trivial

example, it hopefully shows the concept clearly enough.

N rating Knicks Go 129 and the 2021 Group 1 King

George winner Adayar 127, for instance, the idea is that

the former is a better horse compared with the average

dirt horse than Adayar is compared to the average runner on

turf. The two populations can be linked by runners that are

common to both and can be rated as having run to form.

A bigger question is whether horses should be ranked

according to their best performance alone, or some weighted

average of an array of their ratings, so that consistency is

factored in. 

All other world rankings make sure to include this

important dimension of a competitor.
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